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24-May 23-May Chg 24-May 23-May Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 11,315.50    11,332.28 -0.15%   RM/USD 4.1880      4.1933       -0.13%
  FBM KLCI 1,598.32       1,601.87    -0.22%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 11,187.92    11,209.73 -0.19%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,013.00   2,016.00    -0.15%

  DJIA 25,585.69    25,490.47 0.37%   Oil/barrel (US$) 58.63         57.91          1.24%

  S&P 500 2,826.06       2,822.24    0.14%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,284.75   1,283.45    0.10%

  NASDAQ 7,637.01       7,628.28    0.11%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 635.00      629.50       0.87%
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Corporate News 
 
Dayang to restructure debt with RM682.5m sukuk issuance, RM455m purchase of Perdana’s RCPS 

Dayang Enterprise is proposing to restructure its debt with an RM682.5m sukuk issuance. From the money raised, 
RM365m will be advanced to its subsidiary Perdana Petroleum to settle the latter’s existing borrowings. Upon 
completion of the aforesaid advance, Perdana is expected to have a total debt of RM645.66m owing to Dayang. 
(Source: The Edge) 
  
IJM Land launches Rimbun Alam @ Seremban 2 Heights 
IJM Land has launched a new phase of homes called the Rimbun Alam @ Seremban 2 Heights, a low density 
development featuring 102 units of 2-storey link homes. Boasting a vast living space of 2,255 sq ft per unit, the homes 
comprise 4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms, with fully extended build ups. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Bursa grants time extension for THHE, MAA to submit regularisation plans 
Bursa Malaysia granted an extension of time for two Practice Note 17 (PN17) status companies, TH Heavy Engineering 
(THHE) and MAA Group, to submit their regularisation plans. For THHE, the extension of time is until Oct 24 whereas 
MAA is given until Oct 31, according to their respective filings. If the companies fail to submit their regularisation plans 
to the regulatory authorities before the stipulated dates, Bursa Malaysia will suspend these listed securities. (Source: 
The Edge) 
  
Securemetric bags contracts to supply digital security solutions for Vietcombank 
Newly-listed Securemetric has won two contracts with a combined value of RM3.94m to supply digital security 
solutions to Vietcombank. The contracts, awarded to Securemetric Technology Co Ltd, its wholly-owned subsidiary in 
Vietnam, are expected to be completed in the financial year ending Dec 31, 2019 (FY19). (Source: The Edge) 

 
Matrix concepts to launch RM1.3bn worth of projects this year 
Matrix Concepts is targeting to launch RM1.3bn worth of projects comprising residential and commercial developments 
this year. The company is confident of achieving the target, despite a recent slight slump in the property sector. Despite 
the slump they had attained their target to launch RM1bn worth of projects last year, and believe the sector will 
improve this year. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Pos Malaysia reports 3rd straight quarterly loss 

Pos Malaysia suffered another net loss for its 4
th

  ended March 31, 2019, which resulted in the group posting its first 
full-year loss in more than a decade. The group had also reported a net loss for the 2Q and 3Q. The group’s net loss of 
RM141.13m for the 4Q compares with a net profit of RM29.03m a year ago. (Source: The Edge) 
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UMW posts stronger 1Q profit as revenue climbs on stronger vehicle sales 
UMW Holdings registered a 17% rise in net profit to RM86.50m in its 1QFY19, from RM74.08m a year ago, as revenue 
climbed on stronger contributions from all 3 of its core business segments. Revenue for the 1QFY19 rose 15% to 
RM2.77bn from RM2.42bn, driven primarily by its automotive segment, (Source: The Edge) 
 
Perdana Petroleum narrows 1Q loss on higher utilisation rate 
Perdana Petroleum narrowed its losses in the 1QFY19 to RM32.94m from RM66.66m year ago, thanks to higher 
utilisation rate of its vessels and a foreign exchange (forex) gain, compared with forex losses in 1QFY18. Average 
utilisation rate rose to 36% from 27% last year. It also booked a forex gain of RM1.1m compared with forex losses of 
RM28.5m in the prior year (Source: The Edge) 
  
Barakah defaults on Exim Bank loan, records RM161.1m deficit asset revaluation 
Beleaguered oil and gas firm Barakah Offshore Petroleum Bhd faces yet another setback as its wholly-owned major 
subsidiary, Kota Laksamana 101 Ltd (KL101), has defaulted on its instalment payments to the Export-Import Bank of 
Malaysia Bhd (Exim Bank). On May 17, the subsidiary had received a notice of demand for the outstanding US$2.65m 
(approximately RM11.08m) owing under the Ijarah facility agreement dated June 11, 2014. (Source: The Edge) 

 
CCM's 1Q profit weakens amid lower chlor-alkali product prices 
Chemical Company of Malaysia Bhd's (CCM's) net profit fell 37% in its 1QFY19 amid softer prices for chlor-alkali 
products. Net profit for the 1QFY19 retreated to RM6.25m from RM9.98m in the same quarter a year ago, as revenue 
dropped 4% to RM96.98m from RM101.4m on lower contributions from its chemicals division. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Sime Darby Plantation expects no drop in palm oil imports from India 
Sime Darby Plantation Bhd (SDP) does not foresee India reducing palm oil imports from Malaysia despite a report 
saying it might trim some overseas orders. Malaysia and India have had a long established market relations so that even 
if India did cut orders, Malaysia would still have a competitive edge compared to other exporters. There is a duty 
differential imposed between Malaysia and Indonesia, and Malaysia always has a good advantage. (Source: Bernama) 

  
U Mobile partners Nokia to expand 4G services, launch 5G live network trial 
U Mobile will expand the delivery of mobile data services across Malaysia through the deployment of a Nokia single 
radio access network (RAN) as well as microwave and Internet Protocol-based mobile transport technologies. Both 
companies, via a MoU signed recently, will also collaborate on a 5G live network trial later this year. The single RAN 
advanced network currently being installed at U Mobile using Nokia's AirScale base stations is 5G-ready. (Source: 
Bernama) 
 
Techbond to spend US$2.7m to build Vietnam factory 
Techbond will be spending US$2.7m to build a factory complex in Vietnam for the group’s expansion. Techbond MFG 
(Vietnam) Co Ltd has signed a construction contract with main contractor Trung Hau Construction Corp for the 
construction of a factory complex in Vietnam-Singapore Industrial Park in Binh Duong province. The contract is 
scheduled to be completed by the 1Q 2020. (Source: The Edge) 
  
Boustead Plantations posts 4

th
 straight losing quarter as CPO prices stayed low 

Boustead Plantations (BPB) registered a net loss of RM16.2m for its 1QFY19, down from a net profit of RM5.26m a year 
ago, due to lower palm product prices and higher interest expenses. This was the group's 4th consecutive quarterly net 
loss, bringing its loss per share to 0.72 sen compared to an EPS of 0.23 sen in the previous year's corresponding quarter. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
BHIC posts RM4.3m loss in 1QFY19 on lower defence, commercial MRO activities 
Boustead Heavy Industries Corp Bhd is in the red for the 2nd consecutive quarter, posting a net loss of RM4.3m for the 
1QFY19 mainly due to lower defence-related and commercial-based maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) activities. 
However, on a quarterly basis, the group narrowed its losses from the RM131.9m posted in 4QFY18, thanks to progress 
on defence-related MRO activities. (Source: The Edge) 
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